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JOHN MARTIN FISCHER 

INCOMPATIBILISM 

(Received in revised form 3 December, 1981) 

Various philosophers have formulated arguments for the incompatibility of 
freedom and causal determinism.' Carl Ginet has recently presented such an 
argument in a particularly lucid way.2 It has been noted that this sort of argu- 
ment can be readily transformed into an argument for the incompatibility 
of moral responsibility and determinism.3 I shall set forth in a compact 
way the structure of Ginet's argument. I then show how the compatibilist 
might respond to both incompatibilist arguments - about determinism and 
freedom and determinism and responsibility. 

1. GINET'S ARGUMENT 

I shall discuss a reformulated version of the argument presented by Ginet in 
his article, 'The conditional analysis of freedom'.4 In order to set out Ginet's 
argument, some definitions are necessary. 

Determinism (D) is the thesis that, for any given time, a complete 
description of the state of the world at that time, together with 
a complete statement of the laws of nature, entails every truth as 
to what happens after that time. 

p = df. It was in S's power at t to make it the case that p. 

S made it the case that p just in case p is true and there was 
some action of S's, S's V-ing, such that either p entails that S V-ed 
or there is some proposition q such that S's V-ing caused it to be 
the case that q and p entails q. 5 

[sJp=df. p &, ~ P 
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Et p = df. p & (S) W tp (i.e., it was in no one's power at t 
to make it not the case that p). 

p p= df. p & (S)(t) j Sp (i.e., it was never in anyone's 
power to make it not the case that p). 

'at' is a variable that ranges over propositions as to what happens 
at or after t. 

'bt' is a variable that ranges over propositions at to what happens 
before t. 
'g' is a variable that ranges over universal propositions. 
'p' is a variable that ranges over propositions about what happens. 

Now we introduce the following assumptions about the logic of the operator, 

(a)~~~ D I MPO P) 
(p) ~ FP (p z D q) & n p.:) PIq] 

(t) [E2t(pDq)&MtPDWMtq] 
('f) D] (g)(g is entailed by the laws of nature D [j g) 

(6) (t) (b t) [] (b t D mP t b t) 

Assumption (,B) is a reformulation of a crucial rule of inference Ginet adopts in 
his proof; Ginet calls the rule, "modus ponens for relative power necessity": 

SpDq)&[l Sp ..'PSq 

Ginet defends this rule (and thus also (,B)) as follows: 

Surely this is a valid form of inference, on any reasonable understanding of 'It was in 
S's power at t to make it the case that' (or 'At t it was open to S to make it the case that' 
or 'At t S could have made it the case that'). Suppose, for example, that (first premise) 
if (p) it rained this afternoon then (q) the fresh paint on the house is ruined, and it was 
not in S's power this morning (t) to make it the case that it would rain this afternoon 
but the paint would not be ruined. Suppose also that (second premise) it did rain this 
afternoon and it was not in S's power this morning to make it the case that it would not 
rain this afternoon. Surely it follows that (conclusion) the paint is ruined and it was not 
in S's power this morning to make it the case that the paint would not be ruined.6 
('y) expresses our powerlessness to determine the laws of nature, and (6) 
expresses our powerlessness to determine the past. 
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Ginet's argument can now be presented succinctly as follows: 

(I) ?l {D D (t)(at) [at D (3bt)(3 g) such that: 
1. bt & the laws of nature entail that 

g & F(g&bt .Dat) 
2. E(gD.btDat) 1 
3. F:. t(g D. b t D at) 2, 
4..* g 1 y 
5. 2( btat D at). 3, 4,0 
6. (B t(bt D at) ... 5, dfs. 
7. t Ebt 1, 6 
8 . Rt at]} 6... 67,,B 

(II) ][D D (t)(at)(at D QP t at)] I 
(III) E [D:D (t)(p)(p D ErP t p) 11, 6 
(IV) I[DD(p)(p WJ P)] 1II1 df. 

1I. EXTENSION OF THE ARGUMENT 

The argument can be transformed into an argument for incompatibilism 
about determinism and moral responsibility as follows: 

X p = df. p & no one is responsible for its being the case that p. 
m s p =df. p & S is not responsible for its being the case that p. 

'as' ranges over propositions as to what happens after S begins to 
exist. 

'bs' ranges over propositions as to what happens before S begins 
to exist. 

The assumptions are easily transformed as follows: 

(a') ElO M (P P) 
(j3') 2(pD3q)&Jp.DJq) 

(s)O ([JS(pDq)&JMsp DjMMSq) 
(,Y') El (g)(g is entailed by the laws of nature D JR g) 
(6') (S)(bs) L (bs D EMS bs) 

It is obvious how, given the reinterpretations just presented, Ginet's argument 
can be converted into an argument for incompatibilism about determinism 
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and responsibility; the argument has the same form as the argument for in- 
compatibilism about determinism and freedom. I include the argument in an 
appendix. 

III. THE COMPATIBILIST'S RESPONSE 

Suppose that in possible world W S does not V at t1 (t1 > to); in W deter- 
minism is true and -p(to) is also true. Imagine that there is a possible world 
W' (suitably related to W)7 in which S V's at t1 and in which p(to) obtains. 
That is, we suppose that V-ing is something the compatibilist intuitively 
wants to say that S can do at t1. Perhaps S's V-ing at t1 would be S's raising 
his arm at t1 (S is a normal agent in normal circumstances). We also imagine 
here that the causal laws which obtain in W are such that S V's at t1 only if 
p obtains at to. 

Given (for the moment) that S cannot determine the laws of nature, is it 
true that S has the iower at t1 in W to V at t1? That is, though -p(to) 
obtains in W, is 4>t p(to) true in W? It follows from determinism that if 

e tS(S V's at t, ) is true in W, then it is in S's power at t1 in W to make it the 
case that p(to). 

But what is it to make it the case that a certain proposition is true? Ginet's 
notion of "making it the case that a proposition obtains" is ambiguous in a 
critical way;'disambiguation' will be illuminating. 

Suppose p(to) is the proposition that event e occurs at to. There are now 
two interpretations of "S has it in his power at t1 to make it the case that 

p(to)": 

(i) S has it in his power at t1 to cause e's occurrence at to, or 
(ii) S has it in his power at t, to perform some act e* such that if 

e* were to occur, then e would have occurred at to. 

Let ''5 p(to)'symbolize (i),which is Ginet's intended interpretation, and 

let 's p(to)' symbolize (ii).8 
Now the compatibilist will readily admit that K" p(to) is false in W, 

since one cannot 'determine' or causally affect the past; that is, the com- 
patibilist can unite with the incompatibilist in rejecting this sort of backwards 
causation. But the compatibilist will insist that <KS p(to) does not follow 

from the truth of KX4 (S V's at tl) and determinism in W (together with 
the unalterability of the laws of nature). All which follows is:o7tp(to).9 
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But this can be true and unproblematic, according to the compatibilist. If 
S's V-ing is in his power at tl, then S can so act at t1 (perform V) that the 
past would have been different from what it was; but this involves an in- 
nocuous, non-causal counterfactual. 

Thus, the compatibilist will accept the truth of 

(a)~t 21S p(to) 
and 

(b) [p S [-p(to) D -(S V's at tl) tl 

but deny that (a) and (b) entail 

(c) 'I (SVsat t). 

The compatibilist must reject (,B), but (,B) can be replaced by a principle which 
the compatibilist believes underlies the plausibility of Ginet's (a). Let 'W! P' 
abbreviate 'p & -< -p'. The compatibilist will replace (0) with: 

(f3*) D [PJ(p Dq)&P*p.'DEq] 
(t) [: [ T5 t (p Dq) & t P- D 3P t q 

The compatibilist argues that (,B) robs it plausibility from (,B*); instances 
of (,B) appear valid only because they fail to be distinguished from the corres- 
ponding instances of (,*). Ginet's own example can be understood as an 
instance of (,B*). If it's not in my power this morning so to act that it wouldn't 
rain this afternoon, and it's not in my power so to act that if it did rain this 
morning, then it wouldn't ruin the fresh paint on the house, then given that it 
does rain this morning, it follows that it is not in my power this morning so 
to act that the fresh paint on the house wouldn't be ruined. 

The compatibilist says that in attempting to justify (t), the incompatibilist 
is implicitly relying on (,B*). Since whenever P* p is true, EP p will also be 
true, Ginet is relying on cases in which QP p is true in virtue of EP p. When 

(d) P* p 
and 

(e) F (p D q) 

are both true, it follows that 

(f) qEEq 
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is true (by (E*)). Hence when (d) and (e) are true, the following will all be true: 

(d') 1Ip 
(e') (P D q), 

and 

(f') IIq. 
But this will not be because (d') and (e') entail (f'). Further, sometimes '0 p' 
is true while _P_ p is false. In these cases, it might be that (d') and (e') are 
true but (f') is false. 

Of course, in order to establish that (,) is unacceptable, the compatibilist 
must produce an example in which 'jfl p' and 'M (p D q)' are both true and 
'M q' is false. Consider a case where determinism is true and an ordinary 
agent A fails to scratch his back at time t; suppose also that he would have 
scratched his back at t if he had chosen to do so, and nothing prevented his 
so choosing. Imagine that some condition C obtained at t- (prior to t) which 
causally necessitated the person's failure to scratch his back. In a case like 
this, the compatibilist might agree with the incompatibilist that 

Wp A C (t-) 

is true, since no agent can determine the past, and that 

ft A [C(t-) D (A fails to scratch his back)] 

is true, since no agent can determine the laws of nature. But the compatibilist 
will nonetheless insist that 

EEA (A fails to scratch his back) 

is false, since it is within A's power at t to scratch his back. 
While the compatibilist claims that this very ordinary kind of case shows 

(() to be invalid, the case is essentially controversial. This is what makes (,B) 
such a focal point in the free-will debate; any counter-example to it appears 
to be essentially controversial (or perhaps question-begging). The compatibilist 
will need to rest his case on independent grounds, and then show how it is a 
consequence of such a theory that in the case discussed above, A is free at 
t to scratch his back. It would then follow that ((3) is invalid. But this depends 
on the force of the compatibilist's independent reasons. 

It might be argued that just as the incompatibilist trades on the ambiguity 
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of (6) and (,B), he also trades on the ambiguity of ('y). Consider the two 
propositions presented by van Inwagen:'O 

(A) Nothing ever travels faster than light. 
(B) Jones, a physicist, can construct a particle accelerator that would 

cause protons to travel at twice the speed of light. 

van Inwagen claims that (B)'s truth entails that (A) does not express a law of 
nature. But the compatibilist can accept this claim without accepting ("y), 
suitably interpreted. The compatibilist can agree that Jones doesn't have it in 
his power to cause a violation of a natural law; (B) expresses the claim that 
Jones can cause protons to travel faster than light. In other words, (B) says 
that Jones can build a machine at a particular time which will cause protons 
to travel faster than light (at some later time) and the protons' traveling faster 
than light will be a result of Jones' activity. 

While this sort of conclusion may be unpalatable, it is not entailed by com- 
patibilism. The compatibilist (who denies ('y)) says that one can sometimes 
so act that a law which does hold wouldn't hold, but the violation of the law 
needn't be a result of one's activity. Indeed, it might be the case that one can 
so act that there would have been a violation of law immediately prior to 
one's activity.'1 

Suppose now that p is the proposition that law 1 does not obtain. There 
are two interpretations of "S has it in his power at t1 to make it the case 
that p": 

(i) S has it in his power at t, to cause a violation of 1, or 
(ii) S has it in his power at t, so to act that 1 wouldn't obtain. 

While van Inwagen may be correct to say that (B)'s truth requires that (A) 
not express a natural law, this does not supPort ('y) on interpretation (ii); it 
only supports (y) on interpretation (i). (van Inwagen himself, in contrast to 
Ginet, believes ('y) should not use interpretation (i).) Rejection of ('y) gives rise 
to what might be dubbed (borrowing David Lewis' phrase) "local-miracle 
compatibilism". 

We can now produce a more general compatibilist response to Ginet's 
argument. The response is as follows: either (i) or (ii) is the correct kind of inter- 
pretation of Ginet's '' 5 p'. Suppose first that (i), the causal interpretation, is 
correct. Then (y) and (6) will be true, but not (3). Hence, 1 (5) doesn't follow 
from 1(3) and 1(4); and 1(8) doesn't follow 1(6) and 1(7). Suppose now that (ii), 
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the non-causal interpretation, is correct; it follows that (,B) interpreted as 
(3*)) will be true, but either (,y) or (6) will be false. Hence, either 1(4) doesn't 
follow from I(1), or 1(7) doesn't follow from I(1). Some compatibilists say 
that one can sometimes so act that the past would have been different, while 
others say that one can sometimes so act that the laws would be different.12 

IV. EXTENSION OF THE RESPONSE 

It is useful to note that the compatibilist response sketched above can be 
transformed into a response to the incompatibilist about responsibility and 
determinism. Consider 'R 

s p. There are two interpretations of ' E Sp, 

based on two interpretations of "S is not responsible for its being the case 
that p". On the causal interpretation, ('y') and (6') will be accepted by the 
compatibilist, but not (('). And on the non-causal interpretation, ((3') will be 
accepted, but either (-y') or (6') will be rejected. 

Suppose p is the proposition that event f occurred at to, some time before 
S's birth. Now there are two interpretations of 'JQ Sp': 

(i) f occurred at to and S is not responsible for causing the occurence 
off at to, 

or 

(ii) f occurred at to and S is not responsible for any action (omission) 
which is such that were he not to perform it (it not to occur), 
then f would not have occurred at to. 

Consider interpretation (ii), symbolized by 'R* Sp'. Suppose S clenches his 
fist at t1. Imagine again that determinism is true and that p obtained, and 
that some suitable relation holds between S's clenching his fist and p ob- 
taining - p only if S clenches his fist at t1. It is open to the compatibilist 
to argue as follows. S is responsible for clenching his fist at t1 (since he is 
a normal agent in normal circumstances and certainly could have done other- 
wise at tl); hence, S is responsible for some action which is such that were he 
not to perform it, event f wouldn't have occurred at to. Thus the compatibilist 
might argue that I Sp is false in this ordinary case and so (6') is false (on 
interpretation (ii)). Of course, it is also open to the compatibilist to deny 
(,y') on similar grounds. The general strategy of response is parallel to the 
strategy of response to the incompatibilist about determinism and freedom. 
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V. SUMMARY 

By adopting interpretation (i) instead of (ii) of 'is p'. Ginet's argu- 
ment for incompatibilism is vulnerable in a way in which van Inwagen's 
similar argument is not.13 While the compatibilist claims that on (ii), (,B) 
[(13*)] is true while either (y) or (6) is false, the incompatibilist claims that ('y) 
and (6) are both analytically true (on (ii)). I believe that one's assessment 
of the standard argument for incompatibilism depends on one's view about 
the incompatibilist's claim. 

I want to discuss one final point about the incompatibilist's argument. 
It is important to note that the incompatibilist is not committed to the inco- 
herence of backwards causation. Suppose we agree with Dummettt4 that 
backwards causation is conceptually coherent. Suppose, that is, that in some 
possible worlds there exist chains of causation extending backward in time (as 
well as forward). We need to alter (D) to 

(D*) Determinism is the thesis that, for any given time, a complete 
description of the state of the world at that time, together with 
a complete statement of the laws of nature, entails every truth as 
to what happens at every time. 

Now the incompatibilist will argue that with respect to forward-flowing 
causal chains, (6) is true, but with respect to backward-flowing causal chains, 
(6*) is true: 

(6*) (t)(at) Fl (at:) [Et at). 

That is, when one's action is part of a backward-flowing causal chain, the in- 
compatibilist will claim that one cannot so act that the future would be diffe- 
rent from what it actually is (will be). The same intuitions which ground (6) 
ground (6*). Hence the incompatibilist result is achieved (if the argument is 
sound), even in a world with backwards causation. (6), suitably interpreted, 
is supposed to be a necessary truth, even if the fact that there is no backwards 
causation is only a contingent truth.15 

Yale University 
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APPENDIX 

The Incompatibility of Determinism and Moral Responsibility 

I. {(D D (S)(as) [as D (]b5)(3g) s.t.: 
1. bs & the laws of nature entail that g & El (g & bs.D as) df. (D) 
2... (g D . bs D as) 1 
3. .XjN(gDbsDas) 2,a' 
4. g g 

I 
"y1 

5. [ bsDas) 3,44, 
6.. (RJ (bs D as) 5, dfs. 
7. .* JSb8 1,' 

8. Sas]} 6,7,4' 
II. E [DD(S)(as)(as D [ as)] I 

III. [D D (S(p) (p D E Sp) ] II, df 
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caused some part of e to occur" entails that x caused e to occur; this would bring (i) and 
(ii) into stricter conformity with Ginet's explication. 
9 This follows given our assumption about $he relation between 'p(t0)' and 'S V's at t,'. 
The general proposition lying behind this inference is: from '- (S V's at t,)' and 5 
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10 van Inwagen, 1975, p. 193. 
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in Lewis, David: 1979, 'Counterfactual dependence and time's arrow', Nous 13, pp. 
455-476. 1 have been informed that Lewis independently develops a critique of van 
Inwagen's example which is similar to mine in Lewis, David: forthcoming, 'Are we free 
to break the laws?', Theoria. 
12 There are compatibilist approaches similar to the one I have presented in Saunders, 
John Turk: 1968, 'The temptations of powerlessness', American Philosophical Quarterly 
5, pp. 100 -108; Narveson, Jan: 1977, 'Compatibilism defended', Philosophical Studies 
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